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ABSTRACT more experience on the design of the switcbyard

and new analysis for the station blackout event

This paper analyzes the station blackout event exist to improve these bases, and thus the re-

for Taipower's nuclear power plant and proposes a quirements of technical specifications.

plan whereby the availability of the plant at

typhoon period can be increased through a system- STATION BLACKOUT EVENT FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

atic approach to improvements in the old operat-

ing restrictions. 1 The conclusions have shown During 'Station Blackout' - complete loss of

that the old operating restrictions were too AC power to the essential and nonessential switch

strict and can be relaxed without increasing the gear buses in a nuclear power plant- reactor core

likelihood of core damage or core melt for the cooling and decay heat removal must be accom-

accident sequence. After a detailed review of plished by a limited number of steam driven

this analysis report, Republic Of China Atomic systems which use DC power. From NUREG-1032

Energy Commission(ROCAEC) has approved the relax- report,2 it had been shown that the capability of

ation of the operating restrictions as proposed the decay heat removal system to cope with long

by Taiwan Power Company. duration blackout (greater than 4 hrs) can be a

dominant factor influencing the likelihood of

INTRODUCTION core damage or core melt for the accident se-

quence. Considering this, analysis is then con-

According to the historical records on ducted by Taipower's engineers to investigate if

typhoon season in Taiwan area, it had been shown there is then sufficient capability to cope with

that typhoon can be a dominant factor damaging station blackout for Taipower's nuclear power

the switchyard and causing a station blackout plants (Chinshan-BWR4, Kuosheng-BWR6, Maanshan-

event to Taipower's nuclear power plants. When pWR)3.

the operating restrictions at typhoon period were

originally developed for Taipower's nuclear power For Chinshan and Kuosheng BWR plants-, during

plants, too much conservative engineering judg- station blackout event, the steam driven RCIC and

ment was applied to both of the capability of the HPCI systems (for Kuosheng plant, only RCIC

switchyard to against the magnitude of typhoon system can be used) which use DC power can be

and the capability of the decay heat removal used to remove decay heat by discharging steam to

system to cope with long duration station black- the torus or the suppression pool through the

out, so a restrictive operation strategy had been safety relief valves and by making up lost cool-

followed for many years. According to the re- ant to the reactor. Once the RCIC/HPCI become

quirements of technical specification, a level 10 unavailable, the reactor inventory will continu-

magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site ously decrease until core uncovers if AC power is

boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced still not restored. The time to have core uncover

its power level decrease to 50% and a level 14 depends on the following factors:

magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site

boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced 1. RCIC/HPCI available time.

its shutdown. 2. Reactor water level when RCIC/HPCI becomes

unavailable.

This operation restriction which is an early 3. The magnitude of the decay heat when the

power level decrease or shutdown would seriously station blackout event occurs.

affect the system stability of the electrical

transmission line across the island during the For Maanshan PWR plant, during station

typhoon period, and may also delay the urgent blackout event, the turbine driven auxiliary

power demand after the typhoon is over. Today, feedwater system can be used to remove decay
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heat. Decay heat would be rejected to the envi- level will drop as the SRVs cycle to relief steam
ronment by steam generator power operated relief mass and energy to maintain the reactor vessel
valves or safety valves. Reactor core cooling can pressure. When the water level drops to Level 2,
be achieved only through ntural circulation the turbine driven RCIC/HPCI system will be
since reactor coolant pump RCP) is unavailable initiated to makeup the loss inventory until
during station blackout event. The degree of Level is encountered, the RCIC/HPCI will then
severity of station blackout event depends pri- be tripped. Subsequently, the water level will
marily on the duration of the AC power lost and cycle between Level 2 and Level until RCIC/HPCI
the response of reactor coolant pump shaft seals becomes unavailable due to DC power lost, and/or
to the loss of seal cooling, i.e., the simultane- RCIC/HPCI room high temperature etc.. Once
ous loss of high pressure injection flow to RCP RCIC/HPCI become unavailable, the water level
seals and of component cooling water(CCW) flow to will continuously decrease until core uncovery.
RCP thermal barrier. To mitigate the severity of
a station blackout event, it is necessary to For Kuosheng plant, the features during
minimize the reactor coolant system (RCS) inven- station blackout transient is the same as
tory loss with time and to restore AC power in Chinshan plant except that only RCIC is available
time so that inventory can be restored. If the to makeup water and maintain reactor water level.
RCP leakage continues, the RCS inventory will
continuously drop and the core uncovery may For Maanshan plant, the station blackout
occur. While the time to have the core uncover transient is initiated by reactor trip, turbine
depends on the following factors: trip, RCP trip and small leakage in RCP seals.

The RCP seal leakage is simulated by small liquid
1. RCP seal leakage magnitude. break in RCS. Due to turbine trip, the steam
2. Turbine driven auxiliary feedwater system generator pressure will rise quickly until safety

available time. valves open. The safety valves will continue to
3. Does operator manually depressurize the cycle throughout the transient. The steam genera-

secondary side by opening steam generator tor level will drop as the safety valves cycle to
power operated relief valves or not? relief steam mass and energy to maintain the

4. The magnitude of the decay heat when the steam generator pressure. The turbine driven
station blackout event occurs. auxiliary feedwater system(TDAFS) will be avail-

able to maintain steam generator level and thus
SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR STATION BLACKOUT EVENT provide heat sink for RCS decay heat. If the AC

power is not recovered, then the RCP seal leakage
A faster-than-real time accident analysis will continue, and the RCS inventory will contin-

code -SAFTRAN- has been used for station blackout uously decrease. If TDAFS becomes unavailable and
event analysis. The SAFTRAN code is basically the RCP leakage flow is not large enough, the RCS
derived from the two-volume Continuous System may repressurize and open the pressurizer PRVs
Modeling Program(CSMP)4 but with great extend in or safety valves. From then on, the PORV or
capability, e.g. point kinetic neutronic simula- safety valves will cycle to maintain RCS pressure
tion, plant control system modeling etc.. The and the RCS inventory will drop ore quickly due
basic thermal-hydraulics used is first principle to leakage flow increase and water mass release
in mass and energy balance. The complicated from PORV or safety valves. Eventually the core
phenomena such as non-equilibrium pressurizer will uncover. If the secondary side is depressur-
effects, natural circulation, saturation condi- ized with certain depressurization rate by manu-
tion, core uncovery etc., can all be simulated in ally open the steam generator PORVs when the
credible and realistic manner with the CPU time steam generator level is maintained, the heat
only about 1200-1/50 of the transient time on transfer from primary to secondary will be en-
IBM 4381/3033 system. hanced. The RCS will be depressurized more quick-

ly and the leakage flow will decrease. The time
The SAFTRAN code is particularly suitable to have core uncover may thus be extended.

for the station blackout event analysis of BWR
and PWR plants since the transient duration is in The conclusions show that the time to have
several hours and the thermal-hydraulic is close- core uncover during station blackout event for
ly related to the system mass and energy balance. both of the BWR and FWR is ranged from 082 hour
It can also be used to calculate the BWR torus or to several hours for different operation modes
suppression pool temperature rise without any and also it is strongly dependent on those men-
pool cooling. tioned factors.

For Chinshan plant, the station blackout SENSITIVITY STUDY FOR THE ACCUMULATED DECAY HEAT
transient is initiated by reactor scram, turbine
trip, recirculation pump trip, MSIV isolation and One of the factors which have a significant
feedwater pump trip. Due to turbine stop vlve contribution to the time to have core uncover
closure, the reactor vessel pressure rises rapid- during station blackout event for both of the BWR
ly until SRVs open. The SRVs will continue to and PWR is the magnitude of the decay heat when
cycle throughout the transient. The reactor water the station blackout event occurs. Also, this
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factor is the only factor which can be controlled is also shown that the accumulated decay heat for
in advance at typhoon period. the three different reduced-power operation modes

is almost the same. This means the capability of
The design of Taipower's switchyard is the decay heat removal system to cope with long

anticipated to sustain at least a level 16 magni- duration station blackout event is same for
tude of typhoon without damaging the facility. those three different reduced-power operation
For conservatism in this analysis, we assume the modes.
level 16 magnitude of typhoon may damage the
switchyard and simultaneously initiate the loss CONCLUSIONS
of all AC power. Also, according to the histori-
cal records for different typhoon pattern in After a detailed review of this analysis
Taiwan area, it had been shown that none of two report, ROCAEC finally approved the relaxation of
typhoon has the same form and the same moving the operating restrictions at typhoon period for
pattern. While, in order to simplify this analy- all of Taipower's three nuclear power plants as
sis, we also assume a typical level 15 magnitude recommended in case 3 by Taipower. The new tech-
of typhoon with moving speed equal to 20 km/hour nical specification for the operating restric-
in this analysis. The typhoon's storm radius of tions at typhoon period is stated as "A level 
the level 10 magnitude is also assumed to be 100 magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site
km, the storm radius of the level 13 magnitude is boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced
40 km, and the center of the storm is level 15 its power level decrease to 35� ad then a level
magnitude, so the moving time is 3 hours from 13 magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site
level 10 to level 13, and 2 hour from level 13 to boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced
the center of the storm. The moving pattern of its power level decrease to 20% and a level 16
the 3 hours-2 hours or hours interval is used magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site
in this analysis. boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced

its shutdown within 4 hours".
The accumulated decay heat history for the
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
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From figure 1, it is shown that the accumu- 2
lated decay heat for the different reduced-power
operation modes are much lower than that for the
long-time full-power operation case. The accumu-
lated decay heat at 10 hours for those three
different reduced-power operation modes is equal
to that at 3 hours for the long-time full-power we're,
case. This means the capability of the decay heat 7
removal system to cope with long duration station 0
blackout event can be increased up to triple 0 2 4 6 8 10
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times for the reduced-power operation modes. It Figure LACCUMULATED DCAY MEAT IISTORY
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